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MULTIPLICITY OF SOLUTIONS

FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS WITH CRITICAL EXPONENT
OR WITH A NONSYMMETRIC TERM

J. GARCIA AZORERO AND I. PERAL ALONSO

Abstract. We study the existence of solutions for the following nonlinear de-

generate elliptic problems in a bounded domain Í2 c R

-div(|VK|p~2VK) = \u\p"~2u + k\u\q~2u,        A > 0,

where p' is the critical Sobolev exponent, and u\sn = 0. By using critical
point methods we obtain the existence of solutions in the following cases:

If p < q < p* , there exists A0 > 0 such that for all A > A0 there exists a

nontrivial solution.
If max(p, p* - pKp - 1)) < q < p* , there exists nontrivial solution for all

A>0.
If 1 < q < p there exists A, such that, for 0 < A < A, , there exist infinitely

many solutions.
Finally, we obtain a multiplicity result in a noncritical problem when the

associated functional is not symmetric.

1. Introduction

In this work we will consider the following model problem:

n -div(\Vu\p~2Vu) = \u\p'~2u + À\u\''~2u,

«U = o,

where A > 0, Q is a bounded domain in R^ with boundary oil, and assume

that

(i)    Kp<N,
(1.2) (ii)   p*=pN/iN-p),

(hi)    Kq<p*.

Observe that p* is the critical exponent in the Sobolev inclusion theorem. The

nonlinear differential operator is called p-Laplacian, Ap . We look for nontrivial
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solutions of (1.1), and this question is reduced to show the existence of critical

points for the functional

(1.3) F{u) = U IVtf-U \u\'-X [ \uf.
P Jq I Jsi P  Ja

Under hypothesis (1.2), F(u) is defined on the Sobolev space Wx'p(Çl).

By using the so-called generalized Pohozaev identity, it is possible to prove

that, if the domain Q is starshaped, then (1.1) cannot have any nontrivial

solution in WX'P(Q) if X < 0 (see [PS], and also [O, G-V, and E]); therefore,

we are reduced to consider positive X.

For p = q the problem is studied in [G-P.l] where the existence of positive

solution for the dimensions N such that p < N is obtained, if 0 < X < Xx, Xx

being the first eigenvalue for the p-Laplacian (Xx is isolated and simple, as it is

obtained in [Ba]; see also [Bha and A]). The main difficulty in solving problem
1 *

(1.1) is the lack of compactness in the inclusion of WQ'P(Q) in Lp , because

in general the Palais-Smale condition is not satisfied.

In the case p = 2, the problem has been solved by Brézis-Nirenberg [B-N].

As in [B-N], we obtain a local Palais-Smale condition for the case p ^ 2 which

is sufficient. This question is handled in §2 by the concentration-compactness

principle of P. L. Lions (see [LI and L2]).
In §3 we analyze the case p < q < p* and achieve some new results with

respect to those obtained in [G-P.l].

The case 1 < q < p is managed in §4 by classical critical point theory. See

[B-F and G-P.l] for related methods in the subcritical case.

Obviously, more general terms can be handled if their behaviour at 0 and at

infinity is the same.

Finally, in §5, we solve some nonsymmetric problems. Following the ideas

in [Rl] we also obtain multiplicity results in this case.

For the regularity of the solutions, see [T and DiB].

2. The Palais-Smale condition

A sequence {u } c 1VQ 'P(Í2) is called a Palais-Smale sequence for F, de-

fined by (1.3), if

F(w,)->c,

(2.1) _,   -
F'(Uj) -^ 0   in W    '" (O), where l/p + 1/p = 1.

If (2.1) implies the existence of a subsequence {«  } c {u } which converges
Jk J

in Wq'p(Çï) , we say that F verifies the Palais-Smale condition.

If this strongly convergent subsequence exists only for some c values, we say

that F verifies a local Palais-Smale condition.

In our case, the main difficulty is the lack of compactness in the inclusion

of Wq'"(ÇI) in Lp . Then, we prove a local Palais-Smale condition, which is

sufficient although with some restrictions.
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The technical results which we must use are based on a measure representa-

tion lemma, used by P. L. Lions in the proof of the concentration-compactness

principle (see [LI and L2]).

Let {« } be a bounded sequence in WQ ,P(Q). Then, there is a subsequence,

such that Uj -» u, weakly in W0 'P(Q), and

|Vw,|p - dp
- weakly-  in the sense of measures.

\Uj\    -» dv

If we take tp G C^°(R ), by some calculations with the Sobolev inequality we

conclude that

(2.2) (| \(pf du\ ' '   SX,P < (J \<p\p dp\1/P + (j \Vtp\p\u\p dx\l/

where

S = inf{\\u\\w..Pia):uGWx'p(Ci),\\u\\p. = 1}

is the best constant in the Sobolev inclusion.

If, in (2.2), we suppose u = 0, then we have a reverse Holder inequality for

two différents measures. In this situation, we have the following representation

of the measures (see P. L. Lions [LI and L2]):

Lemma 2.1. Let p,v be two nonnegative and bounded measures on Q, such

that for 1 < p < r < oo there exists some constant C > 0 such that

(ja\9\'a*)1" < C {¡^Pd^IP    ^ e Co°°(R")-

Then, there exist {x,}¡€J c Q and {Vj}j€J c (0, oo), where J is at most

countable, such that

, = 5>A;,     p>c-p^\,
j€J j€J

where ¿    is the Dirac mass at x,.
*j J

If we apply this lemma to v ] = u¡- u, we obtain the following result, due

to P. L. Lions (see [LI and L2]):

Lemma 2.2. Let {«} be a weakly convergent sequence in W^'p(ii) with weak

limit u, and such that

(i)   \VUj\p converges in the weak* sense of measures to a measure p,

(ii)   \Uj\p   converges in the weak-* sense of measures to a measure v.

Then, for some at most countable index set J we have

(1)    P = \uf+J2VjÔxJ> ^>°>
J€J

(2.3) (2)   ti>\Vu\p + ¿2tijS   ,       pj>0,
jeJ

(3)   vf <fij/S,
where x¡ G Q.
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The relations (2.3) with the hypothesis that the constant c in (2.1) is small

enough allow us to prove that the singular part of the measures must be 0, and

we have a local Palais-Smale condition.

Lemma 2.3. Let {vf c Wq'p(Çï) be a Palais-Smale sequence for F, defined by

(1.3), that is,

(2.4) FiVj)->C,

(2.5) F'(Vj)^0   inW~l'p'(Ci),        l/p+l/p'=l.

Then, we have

(a) If p < q < p*, and C < SN/P /N, there exists a subsequence {v. } c {vf,

strongly convergent in W^ 'p(Çl).

(b) If 1 < q < p, and C < SN,P/N - KXß, where ß = p*/(p* - q) and
K depends on p, q, N and Q, then there exists a subsequence {v. } c {vf,

-*k J

strongly convergent in W0 ,P(Q).

Proof. In both cases, by (2.4) and (2.5), it is easy to prove that the sequence

{Vj} is bounded in Wq'p(Q) . Then, if we take the appropriate subsequence,

we can assume in both cases (by Lemma 2.2)

Vj —' v weakly in WQ 'P(Í2),

v. —► v in Lr,  1 < r < p*, and a.e.,

(2.6) |Vt;/-^>|Vtf + £>A,>
keJ

\v/^du = \vf+J2ukôXk.
keJ

Take xk G Q in the support of the singular part of dp, du. We consider

^6C0°°(R\ such that

(2.7) tp = I on B(xk,e),     tp = 0 on B(xk, 2e)c,     \Vtp\<2/e.

It is clear that the sequence {tpv } is bounded in W0 'p(Cl) ; then, by using

hypothesis (2.5), lim(F'(Vj), tpv A) = 0 (( , ) is the duality product), and

tpdu + X    \v\"(pdx - I tp dp = lim / |Vt;7|p_ Vj(VVj, Vtp)dx

((', •) is the product in R^). By (2.6), (2.7), and the Holder inequality, we

obtain

0<lim| [ \Vv i\"~2v AVv ¡, Vtp)dx <C\ f \v\p]       — 0.
~    J    \J J J        J \JB(Xk,2e) J «-o
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Then,

0 = lim I / tpdv + X    \v\q<pdx - / tpdp\ = vk-pk.

By Lemma 2.2, pk > Sup/p', i.e. vk > Svp/p'. That is, uk = 0, or

(2.8) vk > SN,P.

(In particular, there are, at most, a finite number of singularities, because dv

is a bounded measure.) We will prove that (2.8) is not possible.

Let us assume that there exists a k0 with vk ^ 0 i.e. vk > SN/P . By (2.4)

and (2.6),

C = limF(Vj) > F(v) + (I _ J^ J>fe > F(v) + j¡SN/p.

But, by hypothesis, C < SN/P/N ; then, F(v) < 0. In particular, v £ 0, and

o<i/|v„f<.L/M'- + ¿/M«.
That is,

C = HmF(Vj) = ]im{FiVj) - l/p(F'(vj), vA)}

Now we distinguish two cases:

(a) If p < q < p*, then C > SN,P/N, and this inequality contradicts the

hypothesis for this case. Then, vk = 0 V/c, and lim; / \Vj\p = f \v\p . By using

(2.6), we conclude that v¡ -+ v in Lp , and, finally, because of the continuity

of A;1, Vj->v in W¿'P(Q).

(b) If 1 < q < p , applying the Holder inequality at (2.8), we have

cä's-+i/M-,(i-i),ßr--(/„r-f.
Let f(x) = cxxp - Xc2xq . This function attains its absolute minimum (for

x > 0) at the point x0 = (Xc2qfp*cf)X,{p ~q). That is,

f(x)>fi(x0) = -KXp',{p'-q).

But this result contradicts the hypothesis; then, vk = 0 V/c, and we conclude.   D

Remark 2.4. It is well known that it is impossible to improve this local Palais-

Smale condition in case (a); we can construct a Palais-Smale sequence with

C = SN/P/N, without any convergent subsequence (see [B]).

In case (b) it is also possible to exhibit a counterexample; we construct this

counterexample at the end of §4.   d
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3. The case p < q < p*

In §2, we have proved that below the level S /N, the functional F verifies

a local Palais-Smale condition. In this section we will use the Mountain Pass

Lemma to prove the existence of a solution for problem (1.1).

We will use the following general version of the Mountain Pass Lemma (see

[A-E] for the proof).

Lemma 3.1. Let F be a functional on a Banach space X, F g Cx (X, R). Let

us assume that there exists r, R > 0, such that

(i)   F(u)>r, V«6l with \\u\\ = R,

(ii)   F(0) = 0, and F(wQ) < r for some w0G X, with \\w0\\ > R.

Let us define C = {gGC([0, 1]; X):g(0) = 0, g(l) = w0}, and

(3.1) c= inf max F(g(t)).
£€Ci€[0,l]

Then, there exists a sequence {u } c X, such that F(u¡) —► c, and F'(uf—>0

in X* (dual of X).

In our case, it is easy to see that F verifies (i) and (ii).

If we can prove that

(3.2) c < SN/P/N

then Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 2.3 give the existence of the critical point of F

To obtain (3.2), we choose vQ G WQ 'p(Cl), with

(3.3) ||u0|| . = 1, lim F(tv0) = -co ;

then, supr>0F(/rJ0) = F(tfpf), for some tk > 0. Thus tx verifies

(3.4) 0 - If11 IV^ol" - Í-1 / Kf - K~l j lWol?

and we get

o=^1(c9(/iv«0r)-i-?-A/Kr).

Observe that

therefore, (3.4) implies t, —► 0. By the continuity of F,
A—*oo

lim [sxipF(tvf) ) = 0;
A-»oo \(>0 /x

then, there exists X0 such that VA > XQ ,

supF(tvf<SN'p/N.
t>0
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If we take w0 = tv0 , with t large enough to verify F(wf) < 0, we get

c < max F(gQ(t))   taking g0(t) = twQ.

Therefore, c < supt>0F(tvf) < S /N, and we have proved estimate (3.2),

for X large enough. Hence, we can apply Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 2.3, and we

have the following result:

Theorem 3.2. If p < q < p*, there exists X0 > 0 such that problem (1.1) has a

nontrivial solution VA > X0.

By choosing carefully the function v0 e W^ ,P(Q) in (3.3), we can prove the

following stronger result:

Theorem 3.3. If max(p, p* -p/(p - 1)) < q < p*, then there exists a nontrivial

solution of problem (1.1), Va > 0.

Proof. The natural choice is to take an appropriated truncation of

(3.5) Ue(x) = (e + c\x-xfpl{ß-X))(p-N)lP

because they are the functions in W 'P(RN) where the best constant in the

Sobolev inclusion is attained. It is well known that they are the unique positives,

except for translations and dilations (see [B, LI, L2]).

We can assume that 0 e Q, and consider x0 = 0 at (3.5).

Let 0 be a function tf> g C^°(Q), and tj>(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of the

origin. We define ufx) = (p(x)Ue(x). For e —► 0, the behaviour of ue has to

be like Ue, and we can estimate the error we get when we take ue instead of

In this way, taking ve = uE/\\ue\\p. , we obtain the following estimates (see

[B-N, G-P.l] for the details):

(1) Estimate for the gradient:

(3-6) \\VvX = S + 0(e{N-p)/p).

(2) Estimate of ||t;e||9 :

if q > p*(l - 1/p), then

(3 7) C f{P-lVpKN-qi-N-p'Art < \\v \\q < c e^p-^lp^N-q^N-PAp)

If q =p*(l - 1/p), then

(3.8) C^-'^llogel < \\vE\\qq < C2e{N-p)<"p2\loge\.

If q<p*(l- I//?), then

(3.9) Cxe{N-p)q/p2 < \\ve\\l < C2e(N-p)qlpl.

Observe that, if p < q < p*, then

(3-10) KC-^o.
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By using these estimates, we will show that there exists e > 0, small enough,

such that

supF(tv)<SN/p/N.
«>o

Then, we conclude as in Theorem 3.2, by using Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 2.3.

Let us consider the functions

f /•,-,   ,p    f      Xt
g(t) = r(tve) =

and

clear that g(t) —>
t—.oo

0, and

It is clear that g(t) —* -co; then, supt>r. F(tv) is attained for some t. >
Í—.CX) —

Therefore,

o=g'ite)=t:-1 (jvvf -cp -icp JK\9)

¡ \vvE\p=tp;-p+xtrjwe\g >?;-",

i.e.

a\ i/(p*-p)
This inequality implies

\vv/<tp-p+x(f\w/)        (/ i«.r).

Choosing e small enough, by (3.6) and (3.10),

(3.13) tPE"~p>S/2.

That is, we have a lower bound for te, independent of e. Now, we estimate

gitf).
The function g attains its maximum at t = if \VvE\p)x/{p p), and is in-

creasing at the interval [0, (/ \Vv/)x,{p'~p)]. Then, by using (3.6), (3.11) and

(3.13), we have
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Let us suppose q > p*(l - 1/p). Then, we have (3.7), and

(3.14) ¡r«,) < s""/n + c/"-'w - ÍClt{^'mt"-{''~'wñ.

N-£>P_-1tN       {N-pYs

p        p   V p    )
that is, q > p* - p/(p - 1), then for e small enough we get g(tf) < SN/P/N,

and we conclude.   D

Remark 3.4. If N > p2, then p* - -^ < p*(l - ±) < p, and if p < q < p*,

we have q > p* - ^-¡-. Then q verifies the estimate (3.7), and we obtain the

result of [G-P.l].

If N < p2, then p < p*(i - ±) < p* - -£-x , and for p < q < p* - ^ the

estimate is insufficient,   o

Remark 3.5. It is possible to prove the analogous result for the problem:

Í -div(|Vw|;'~2VM) = |M|i,*~2M + A|M|<?~2M + /, A>0

1 u\síí = °

if / is small enough in the norm of IF 'p (Q). The proof is an adaptation

of the above argument.   □

4. The case 1 < q < p

In this section, we will construct a mini-max class of critical points, by using

the classical concept and properties of the genus.

Let X be a Banach space, and Z the class of the closed and symmetric with

respect to the origin subsets of X - {0} . For A g X, we define the genus y (A)

by

y(A) = min{A: G N: 3<p G C(A ; Rk - {0}), 4>(x) = -tp(-x)}.

If such a minimum does not exist then we define y (A) = +oo. The main

properties of the genus are the following (see [Rl or R2] for the details):

Proposition 4.1. Let A, B G X. Then

(1) If there exists f G C(A, B), odd, then y(A) < y(B).
il) If Ac B, then y(A)<y(B).
(3) If there exists an odd homeomorphism between A and B, then y(A) =

YiB).
(4) IfSN~x is the sphere in RN, then y(SN~x) = N.

(5) y(AöB)<y(A) + y(Bf_
(6) If y(B) < +00, then y(A - B) > y(A) - y(B).

(7) If A is compact, then y(A) < +oo, and there exists ô > 0 such that

y(A) = y(Ns(A)) where NS(A) = {x G X:d(x,A) < 0} .
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(8) If X0 is a subspace of X with codimension K, and y (A) < K, then

Anxo¿0.

Given the functional F, defined by (1.3), under the hypothesis q < p, by

Sobolev's inequality we obtain

F <">a li^'-vh (/'v"''f - -«a, (jvr)'*-
If we define

h(x) = -xp
P

p"     x _
~cp,qx

*k¡p*Ip' q

then

(4.1) F(u) > h(\\Vu\\p).

There exists A, > 0 such that, if 0 < A < A,, h attains its positive maximum

(see Figure 4.1).

Let us assume 0 < A < A, ; choosing 7?0 and Rx as in Figure'4.1 we make

the following truncation of the functional F :

Take t:R+ —► [0, 1], nonincreasing and C°° , such that

t(x) = 1    if x < R0,

x(x) = 0   ifx>R,.

Let tp(u) = t(||Vw||p) . We consider the truncated functional

(4.2) J(u) = - f \Vu\p - X Í \uftp(u) - - Í \u\q.

As in (4.1), J(u) > ä(||Vm||p) , with

(4.3)

(see Figure 4.2)

h(x) = -x"-Urr
P        p*Sp lP

xp'x(x)--Cn   xq
q   p'q

Figure 4.1

Figure 4.2
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Observe that for x < RQ, h = h, and for x > Rx,

h(x) = ixp-ICp^xq.

The principal properties of J defined by (4.2) are:

Lemma 4.2.   (1)   J e CX(WX'P(Q), R).

(2) If J(u) < 0, then ||Vw|| < 7?0, and F(v) = J(v) for all v in a small

enough neighbourhood of u.

(3) There exists A, > 0, such that, if 0 < X < A,, then J verifies a local

Palais-Smale condition for c < 0.

Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate. To prove (3), observe that all Palais-Smale

sequences for J with c < 0 must be bounded; then, by Lemma 2.3, if A

verifies SN'P/N - KX^ > 0 there exists a convergent subsequence.   D

Observe that, by (2), if we find some negative critical value for /, then we

have a negative critical value of F .

Now, we will construct an appropriate mini-max sequence of negative critical

values for the functional J .

Lemma 4.3. Given n G N, there is e = e(n) > 0, such that

y({uGWx'p(Çi);J(u)<-e})>n.

Proof. Fix n, let En be an «-dimensional subspace of W0 'P(Q.). We take

un G En, with norm HVwJp = 1. For 0 < p < R0 , we have

J(puf) = F(pun) = \pp-^f \\uf -X-pq ¡\u\q.

En is a space of finite dimension; so, all the norms are equivalent. Then, if we

define

«„=mf{|l«i -UGEn,   ||V«Jp = l| >0,

ßn = inf{j\u\q:uGEn,  \\VuJp = l} > 0,

we have

Jfpu  )< !/_%/_ Wnp\v   n> - pr        p*r q   y

and we can choose e (which depends on n ), and r\ < RQ, such that J(r¡u) < -e

if u G En, and ||V«||   = 1.

Let Sn = {uG WX'P(ÇÏ): \\Vu\\p = n}. St¡nEn c {u G Wx<p(Çl);J(u) < -e} ;

therefore, by Proposition 4.1,

y({u G Wx ,p(ß): J(u) < -e}) > y(StJ n Ef) = n.   u

This lemma allows us to prove the existence of critical points.
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Lemma 4.4. Let lk = {C c PF01,p(Q)-{0}, C is closed, C =-C, y(C) > k}.

Let ck = infC6Sk supu€C J(u), Kc = {u G Wx 'p(Q): f (u) = 0, J(u) = c},

and suppose 0 < A < A,, where A, is the constant of Lemma 4.2.

Then, ific = ck = ck+x = --- = ck+r, y(Kc) > r + 1.
(In particular, the ck 's are critical values of J.)

Proof. In the proof, we will use Lemma 4.3, and a classical deformation lemma

(see [Be]).

For simplicity, we call J~e = {u G W^'p(Çl):J(u) < -e}. By Lemma 4.3,

Vit e N, 3e(k) > 0 such that y(J~e) > k .

Because J is continuous and even, J~e G ~Lk ; then, ck < -e(k) < 0, Wk.

But / is bounded from below; hence, ck > -co Vfc .

Let us assume that c = ck = •■■ = ck+r. Let us observe that c < 0 ; therefore,

J verifies the Palais-Smale condition in Kc, and it is easy to see that Kc is a

compact set.

If y(Kc) < r, there exists a closed and symmetric set U, Kc c U, such that

7{U) < r. (We can choose U c J , because c < 0.)

By the deformation lemma, we have an odd homeomorphism

n:WlP(Ci)^Wx>p(Çi),

such that n(Jc+  - U) c Jc~ , for some ô > 0.   (Again, we must choose

0 < ô < -c, because J verifies the Palais-Smale condition on / , and we

need Jc+S c J° .) By definition,

c = ck+r=   inf  supJ(u).
C&k+r uec

Then, there exists A G I.k+r, such that supM€/i J(u) < c + ô ; i.e., A c Jc+ ,

and

(4.4) r\(A -U)c n(Jc+S - U) C f~S.

But y(A^V) > y (A) -y(U)>k, and y(t]('J^V)) > yÇÂ^V) > k.
Then, r\(A - U) G lk . And this contradicts (4.4); in fact,

r\(A - U) G lk   implies        sup    J(u) > ck = c.   D
uett(l-ü)

This lemma proves the following result:

Theorem 4.5. Given problem (1.1), with 1 < q < p, there exists A, > 0, such

that, for 0 < A < A,, there exists infinitely many solutions.

Remark 4.6. (1) For the truncated functional J, a result of Brezis-Oswald [B-

01 for p = 2, which is extended to a general case for Diaz-Saa [D-S], proves

the uniqueness of nontrivial positive solutions.

Then, the solutions that we find change the sign, except for those associated

with c, . In fact, c, = inf J(u), and, if c, = J(u0), then c, = /(|«0|). That
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is, |w0| is a nonnegative solution, and, by the maximum principle (see [T]), is

strictly positive on fi.

Observe that there is not a uniqueness result for the nontruncated functional

F. It remains open the question of the existence of positive solutions with

positive energy (solutions as those of §3, for p < q < p* ).

(2) It is possible to make another proof of Theorem 4.5, if we replace the

truncation of F by a special construction of the deformation function r\. In

fact, we can take r\ which acts on 7?(0, Rf) c Wq'p(Q) , and is the identity

otherwise; then we must define

Ik = {C c B(0, Rf - {0}: C closed, symmetric,  y(C) > k}.

(3) The critical values that we have obtained are negative, and F verifies the

Palais-Smale condition for c < 0 ; then, it is easy to see that the set of solutions

of Theorem 4.5, is a compact set.   D

Now, we can show that it is not possible to extend the Palais-Smale condition

that we have proved.

Take x0gCI, and the balls Bj = B(x0, jô) c Í2, and the following C™(RN)

functions:
tp3 = 1    on Q, - 7?3,    Çô = 1   on Bx,

<ps = 0   on B2, £s = 0   on Q - B2,

\V<pâ\<2/S, ms\<2/s.
We define <t>s = <psv +£swE, where F'(v) = 0, and F(v) < 0, F(we) —>

SN/P/N and F'(wf) —* 0. (Take wE = S{N~p)/p2vE, with vE defined in §3.)

Later, we shall choose e = e(ô) —► 0.
<5—0

Then, F(4>s) = F(tpâv) + F(à,6wf), and we can show that F(<j)f) —y C <

SN/P/N, with F'i<ps)j->oO.

But it is not possible to find a convergent subsequence of {tj>s}, because

(¡>s —- v but

Us - v\\wf>{n) = \\i<Ps - l>+^we\\wuP(a)

£ Wtswe\\iv¿-'{a) - \\i<Ps - l)v II wfw >M>0

with M independent of ô .

5. A PROBLEM WITHOUT SYMMETRY

We shall consider the following model problem:

-div(\Vu\p~2Vu)=X\u\q~2u + f(x),       X>0,

i     -n

where Q is a rectangle in R^ , and p < q < p*, I < p < N. When / = 0,

there are infinitely many solutions VA > 0. In the proof, we use a mini-max

type theory, as in §4, because the associated functional is even.
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When / ^ 0, the associated functional is

(5.2) /(h) = I f \Vu\p - - f \u\q - f fiu.
P Ja Q Ja Ja

We cannot apply the previous method, because / is not even; however, it is

possible to make use of the method developed by P. Rabinowitz in the case

p = 2 (see [Rl and R2]). For the sake of completeness, we will include here

the proofs of the more interesting steps.

The point is the lack of control on the nonsymmetric part of the functional

/; that is, I(u) - /(-«). The idea is to find some appropriated truncation of

7, in order to obtain a functional J, in which the nonsymmetric part can be

estimated, such that the existence of critical points for / implies the existence

of critical points for 7. We start with an a priori estimate, which gives us the

idea to make the truncation.

Lemma 5.1. There exists a constant A = ^(||/|L<) > 0 such that, if l'(u) = 0,

then

U\u\q<A(\I(u)\p + l)X/p.
Q Jo.

(The proof is an easy adaptation of those made in [Rl].) With this estimate,

we make the following truncation: Let x'- R —► [0, 1] such that

X(x) = 0,        x>2,

(5.3) Xix) = l,        x<l,

-2<X'(x)<0

and

(5.4) Viu) = X

Define

(5.5) J(u) = i / |Vwf - - f \u\q - [ ¥(u)fu.
P Ja q Ja Ja

In particular, Lemma 5.1 implies that, if l'(u) = 0, then j'(u) = 0. However,

we need just the converse. The main properties of / are the following (for the

proof, see [Rl]):

Lemma 5.2.
(i)   JgCx(Wx'p(Q),R).

(ii)   3/?>0, ß = ß(\\f\\p,), such that \J(u)-J(-u)\<ß(\J(u)\xlq + l).

(hi)   3M0 > 0, such that if J(u) > MQ, and f(u) = 0, then y/(v) = 1 in a

neighbourhood of u (that is, J(u) = I(u), and f(u) = l'(u) = 0).
(iv)   3MX  > M0 such that J  verifies a local Palais-Smale condition for

C > Mx.   That is, if we have a sequence {uk} c W0'p(iï) such that

Jiuk) —* C and J'iuk) —► 0, then there exists a convergent subsequence

{uk}c{uk}.

WQ)f\u\
2A(\I(u)\"+lfp
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According to (iii), if we find some critical value for /, and it is large enough,

then we have a solution of problem (5.1). We will prove a stronger result: we

construct a sequence of critical values for J, which tends to infinity.

To simplify the notation, we assume Q = (0, 1) . Let Ek be the k-

dimensional subspace of WQ 'p(£l), generated by the first k functions of the

basis

{(sinkxnxx ■ ■ -sinkN7txN), k¡GN,  i=l,...,N}

(see [G-P.2]).
In this finite dimensional subspace, it is easy to prove that it is possible to

construct an increasing sequence of numbers Rj > 0 (as big as we wish), such

that

(5.6) /(«)<0   if u G EjDB^.

Let Dj = BR n E ■, and define

(5.7) Gj = {hGC(Dj, wj'"(&)):h is odd,  h\SB nE =Id},
J J Rj        j

(5.8) b,= inf max J(h(u)).
1       heGj u€Dj

First, we prove that the sequence {¿.} is well defined, and increasing:

Proposition 5.3. Let bk defined by (5.8). Then, there exists a constant ß > 0,

such that

(5.9) bk > ßky

where y = pq/N(q - p) - 1.

Proof. Given h g Gk , and p < Rk,v?e can prove that h(Dk)r\SB DEk_x ¿ 0.

In fact, it suffices to show that y(h(Df) n SB ) > k , and apply property (8) of

Proposition 4.1. Let A = {x G Dk: h(x) G B } . It is clear that 0e^, because

h is odd; then, we define A0 the component of A containing 0. A0 is a

bounded and symmetric neighbourhood of 0 in Ek; then, y(SAf) = k .

Moreover, h(SAf) c SBp. If not, given x G ôAQ such that h(x) G B ,

if x G Dk, there exists a neighbourhood of x, U, such that h(U) c B .

Then, x £ ôA0. Hence, x G ôDk; but h\SD = Id, and this implies that

\\h(x)\\ = \\x\\ = Rk > p, a contradiction.

Now, if we define B = {x G Dk: h(x) 6 B }, we have ÔA0 c B, and

y(h(Dk) n SBp) = y(h(B)) > y(B) > y(ÔAf = k.

Note that the condition " h is even" is essential to obtain this result; then, it is

an important ingredient in the definition of Gk .

Let u G SBp n Ek_, ; then

J(u) > - f \Vu\p - - Í \u\q - C. ||u||n
PJa      '      QJa   '        '"  ""
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where C, = C,(||/|| -). By using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality,

Or      \ !/« / r \alp / r      \ (1_a)/^
I1-1') sc(/a|v0 (/j«0

with a = (N/p)(l -p/q), we get

(5.11)

,wa/jv„r-c,(/niv„r)   (/n,„r)     -c2(/Jur)

Moreover, u e £jk_, ; hence,

(5.12) H^ < C\\Vu\\p/kXIN

(see [G-P.2] for the proof). Finally, by (5.11) and (5.12), we obtain

'<»>4/-c'(;^)',,-G^)'
_    P I 1 C2 q-p\ C3

- ^    ̂  ~ kq(\-a)INP       J - ff/N9'

Now, we choose

í k
Pk =

q(\-a)/N} lKq-P)

2pC2   j

therefore,

(5.13) J(u) > ±-pPk - -§U > Ckpq^X-^q-p)2p"k     kx

for k large enough. Then, by equations (5.13) and (5.10), we get V/z G Gk,

max pD Jihiu))  > Ck7, where

pg(l-a) _       pg      _
7      N(q-p)      N(q-p)       '

And this implies (5.9).   o

If we try to prove that bk is a critical value for J, we find an important

obstruction, unless / = 0. In fact, in the case / ^ 0, the associated functional

J is not even, and the deformation lemma give us a homeomorphism t] which

is not odd. Then, given h G Gk , in general r\oh^Gk, and the classical proof

does not work.

However, the sequence {bk} allows us to prove that other mini-max se-

quences that we will construct are well defined and verifies the appropriate

estimates. Define

(5.14) Uk = {u = tek+x + w , t G [0, Rk+X], w G BR+i n Ek, \\u\\ < Rk+X},

(5.15) Ak = {HGC(Uk,WX'p(Çl)),H\DkGGk,

Hl,(SBK    nEk+l)u(BR    nB$nEk) = Id> '
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(5.16) cv= inf max J(H(u)).
neAkueuk

These mini-max values have the same problem as the bk 's: if 77|0 G Gk , then

771D is odd, but n o H\D is not odd, in general. However, it is clear that

ck > bk (compare (5.16) and (5.8)); and if ck> bk, we can solve our problem,

as the following proposition shows:

Proposition 5.4. If ck > bk > Mx (where Mx is the constant of Lemma 5.2

(iv)), given ô g (0, ck - bf), we define

(5.17) Ak(ô) = {HGAk such that J(H(u)) < bk + ô ,VuGDk},

(5.18) cJÔ)=    inf   maxJ(H(u)).
k H€Ak(ô)ueVk

Then, ck(ô) is a critical value for J.

Proof. By definition (5.8) it is clear that Ak(S) ¿ 0. And, by (5.16) and (5.18),
it is also clear that ck(ô) > ck . Suppose that ck(ô) is not a critical value and

take e < \(ck -bk-8).
By the classical deformation theorem,  we obtain the homeomorphism

n: Wx '"(Q.) -* Wx '"(Cl), with the following properties:

(5.19) niJCkiS)+e) c JCk{3)~£,

(5.20) n(u) = u,    ifu<¿J~x([ck(o)-2e,ck(S) + 2e]).

Note that if u G Dk and 77 g Ak(ô), then

(5.21) J(H(u))< bk + ô < ck - 2e,

that is, if 7/ G Ak(S), by (5.20) and (5.21), then rj o H\D = 77|0 e Gk . Then,

we have solved the problem of the lack of symmetry in r\. Now, it is easy to

conclude: we prove that r¡oH g Ak(ô), and find a contradiction between (5.18)

and (5.19).   D

Finally, it remains to prove that it is impossible to have ck = bk, Vfc.

Proposition 5.5. If ck = bk, Vk > k*, there exist some constants C > 0, and

k' > k*, such that

(5.22) bk <Ckq/{q~X),    Vk>k'.

Proof. Basically, the idea is to use that Dk+X = (Uk)U(-Uk), and if 77 e Ak ,

it is possible to extend it to a function of Cr^ .

By (5.15) and (5.16), we can choose 77 G Ak such that

max J(H(u)) < ck + e = bb + e,
u€Uk k k

and, by (5.8), taking the extension of 77, we have

(5.23) bk+x < max J(H(u)).
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If the maximum is attained at Uk , then

(5.24) b... < max J(H(u)) = max J(H(u)) < c. + e < b, + e.
k+1      u€Dk+¡ ueuk -   k ~   k

If the maximum is attained on -Uk, we can use estimate (iii) of Lemma

5.2, in the following way: Suppose maxuGD J(H(u)) = J(H(w)), for some

w G -Uk . Then,

J(H(-w)) > J(H(w)) - ß(\J(H(-w))\X/q + 1)

>bk+x-ß((bk + e)X,<l + l)>bk+x-ß((bk+x+e)X/q + l)>0,

for k large. And, if J(H(-w)) > 0,

bk+x < J(H(w)) = J(-H(-w))

(5.25) < J(H(-w)) + ß(J(H(-w))X/q + 1)

<(bk + e) + ß((bk + a)X,q + l).

Getting e — 0 at (5.24) and (5.25), we obtain bk+l < bk + ß(bxk,q + 1). Finally,
this inequality implies (5.22); the proof can be made by induction.   D

Proposition 5.5, together with Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.4, prove the

following theorem:

Theorem 5.6. Problem (5.1), when q/(q - 1) < pq/N(q - p) - 1, has infinitely

many solutions, which correspond to a sequence of critical values of the functional

(5.2), the sequence tending to infinity.

Remark 5.7. Note that, for p = 2, Theorem 5.6 is contained in Theorem 10.4

in [R2].
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